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Executive Summary 
 
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) is responsible for planning, developing, constructing, and 
maintaining a prodigious inventory of roadway and bridge assets throughout the state. Project development 
is a complex process involving the coordination of numerous divisions and preconstruction disciplines 
across the Cabinet. On many projects, right-of-way (ROW) acquisition presents many challenges. 
Frequently, the ROW process is found on the critical path, meaning that it effectively governs a project’s 
overall duration. In some cases — especially on more complex projects — acquiring the ROW may take 
several years. Recognizing the need to shorten the duration and improve the efficiency of the ROW process, 
Cabinet leadership commissioned researchers at the Kentucky Transportation Center (KTC) to organize 
and facilitate the activities of a ROW Process Review Team. All members of the team were selected by 
KYTC leadership, and it consisted entirely of current and retired Cabinet personnel. Cabinet leadership 
envisioned a two-phase project. During Phase I (the subject of this report) the ROW Process Review Team 
mapped out the current ROW process and generated process improvement ideas. Phase II, if authorized, 
will focus on the implementation of selected process improvements.  
 
Over the course of five months, the ROW Process Review team held 20 full-day meetings. Researchers 
from KTC were on hand at all meetings and responsible for the following: scheduling and putting together 
work sessions, assisting with meeting facilitation, documenting ideas, preparing charts and graphics, and 
developing this report, which compiles and synthesizes key findings and recommendations. All of the 
content and recommendations found in this report originated with the ROW Process Review Team. The 
Center’s researchers provided technical assistance when requested (e.g., reviewing other state policies, 
assisting team members with clarifying ideas). All of this report’s content has been vetted and approved by 
the ROW Process Review Team.  
 
This report begins with a discussion of the methodological approach used for this project. At the project’s 
outset, ROW Process Review Team members documented KYTC’s current ROW process by estimating 
activity durations and preparing timelines for a concept project. Team members focused on the most critical, 
or limiting, activities, finding that tasks associated with Appraisals, Acquisitions, and Relocations have the 
longest durations. Seventeen Gantt charts mapping the ROW process were prepared; each chart delineates 
major tasks and their constitutive steps (Appendix C). Team members subsequently turned their attention 
to identifying measures that could shorten the process’s overall duration. Invited speakers from the Federal 
Highway Administration and Indiana Department of Transportation shared their experiences, thoughts on 
best practices, and strategies that had been used effectively at other state transportation agencies to expedite 
and streamline ROW acquisition. Using its review of the Cabinet’s current ROW process and information 
on other state policies and practices as a springboard, team members embarked on a series of intensive 
brainstorming sessions, eventually generating over 100 prospective ideas to bolster the efficiency of the 
ROW process. Concurrently, the research team administered surveys to and conducted interviews with 
consultants and KYTC district-level attorneys to solicit their ideas on amending the ROW process.  
 
Through group discussions, ROW Process Review Team members winnowed the initial group of ideas it 
generated, as well as those received from consultants and district-level attorneys, to a list of 59. Team 
members prepared detailed summaries for each of these ideas using process improvement forms. The forms 
contain the following information: idea title, ROW categories impacted by implementation, type of change, 
a description of the idea, benefits and drawbacks of implementation, and key takeaway messages. Process 
improvement ideas were slotted into three groups (with ideas sometimes cutting across multiple categories:  
 
• 1) Best Practice — A practice that should be regularly implemented on the majority of projects.  
• 2) Process Change and Improvement — An idea whose implementation will require Cabinet leadership 
to change current practices or policies. A change in law may be required for some ideas. 
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• Tool in the Toolbox — Strategies that may not be used on every project, but which project-specific 
contingencies may dictate the use of in order to expedite the ROW process. 
 
All process improvement forms developed by the ROW Process Review Team can be found on pp. 21–82. 
Additionally, a summary table (see pp. 16–20) presents a high-level overview of the process improvement 
ideas. For each idea, this table contains details on the ROW categories affected as well as potential time 
savings, implementation costs, and level of effort required for implementation. The report also includes full 
results of the district-level attorney and consultants surveys; a comparison of ideas prepared by the ROW 
Process Review Team with those submitted by attorneys and consultants; training opportunities for 
consultants and KYTC staff; and a brief review of human resources issues confronting the Cabinet which 
significantly impact the execution and duration of ROW acquisition.  
 
The project culminated with the ROW Process Review Team presenting what it collectively deemed the 
top tier process improvement ideas to Cabinet leadership. The presentations occurred during a full-day 
event, during which KYTC’s leadership and team members held in-depth conversations about the merits 
and disadvantages of various ideas. Once the leadership team has reviewed this report and conducts internal 
deliberations, a decision on whether to move forward with Phase II and implementation will be made. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet’s (KYTC) mission is to provide a safe, efficient, environmentally 
sound and fiscally responsible transportation system that delivers economic opportunity and enhances the 
quality of life in Kentucky. To fulfill this mission, the agency executes numerous projects each year. 
Whether new construction or improvements to existing infrastructure, projects are complex undertakings 
that require the cooperation of various KYTC divisions, as well as consultants and contractors, to ensure 
prompt completion. One aspect of project development that is particularly time-consuming is acquisition 
of the right of way (ROW) along a project corridor. The Division of Right of Way and Utilities is tasked 
with acquiring the ROW for all transportation projects. For many projects, the ROW process is located on 
the critical path, or the sequence of activities that represents the longest path through a project. As such, the 
critical path dictates the shortest possible duration for a project.  
 
Moving through the ROW process quickly is challenging because of the complexities that arise during 
acquisition efforts. As the Cabinet moves toward a balanced highway plan that prioritizes projects based 
on available funding through the Strategic Highway Investment Formula for Tomorrow (SHIFT) program, 
project managers will need deliver projects in an efficient manner. This will demand expediting the ROW 
process. Adding to these challenges, over the past 10 years, the Cabinet has suffered the loss of staff who 
are the most knowledgeable about the ROW process. With more retirements and the continued thinning 
employee ranks anticipated in the future, Cabinet leadership decided it was critical to document the ROW 
process, catalogue the knowledge of ROW experts, and identify process improvements which have the 
potential to accelerate project delivery schedules. Leadership envisioned breaking the effort into two 
phases. Cabinet leadership asked researchers at the Kentucky Transportation Center (KTC) to coordinate 
and oversee a ROW Process Review. A ROW Process Review Team composed of current and retired 
KYTC staff with expertise in subjects related to ROW was formed to document the ROW process and 
devise ideas to improve current practice. The Center’s researchers provided technical support, including 
assistance with process review, professional judgement, facilitation expertise, attorney access, documenting 
and reporting, and administrative task management.  
 
1.2 Composition of ROW Process Review Team 
The ROW Process Review Team included members from a rich array of disciplinary backgrounds. This 
approach was intentional, as Cabinet leadership deemed it imperative to receive staff input from across the 
disciplinary spectrum. Team members had specialized knowledge in many areas, including acquisition, 
condemnation, title abstractions, property management, legal services, appraisals, relocation, construction, 
and traffic maintenance. More specifically, represented on the team were the following KYTC positions: 
Right of Way Specialist, Right of Way Agent, Right of Way Supervisor, Right of Way Consultant, Right 
of Way Assistant Director, Preconstruction Project Manager, Branch Manager of Project Development, and 
Condemnation Attorney.     
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Below is a list the ROW Process Review Team members and their professional titles. 
 
Brad Bottoms – Chair 
D4 TEBM 
 
Michael Beaven  
CO Acquisition Specialist 
 
Shannon Dearing    
D9 ROW Supervisor 
 
Charles Hale      
D8 ROW Supervisor 
 
Keith McDonald   
ROW Consultant 
 
Pam Clay-Young 
Condemnation Attorney 
 
Robin Baskette  
KTC Researcher 
 
Paul Looney 
Deputy Secretary 
 
Marshall Carrier 
Preconstruction Project Manager 
 
Kelly Divine 
ROW Assistant Director 
 
Nikki Jones 
D3 ROW Agent 
 
Tony Moore  
CO Relocation Specialist 
 
Jeff Jasper – Vice Chair  
KTC Researcher 
 
Bryan Gibson  
KTC Researcher 
 
Roger Crew 
CO Regional Review Appraiser 
 
Orie Dobson 
D11 ROW Agent 
 
Tim Layson 
CO Location Engineer  
 
Ron Terry 
CO Regional Review Appraiser 
 
Chris Van Dyke 
KTC Researcher 
 
Candice Wallace 
KTC Researcher 
 
Doug Kreis 
KTC Associate Director 
 
1.3 Phase I Objectives 
As a Federal rule state, Kentucky is bound to follow the Uniform Act. The Uniform Act has two main 
purposes: (1) to provide uniform and equitable treatment of people displaced from their homes, businesses, 
or farms by Federal and federally assisted programs, and (2) establish uniform and equitable land 
acquisition policies for Federal and federally assisted programs. Agencies must to follow the Uniform Act 
when any phase of a project receives federal funding, and real property is acquired, and/or property owners 
or tenants are displaced by land acquisition, demolition, or property redevelopment.  
 
During Phase I, the ROW Process Review Team documented the current ROW process and generated ideas 
to realize greater efficiencies. All recommendations for improving the process needed to comply with the 
Uniform Act. Team members were asked to identify areas for improvement and told that recommended 
changes could affect the Cabinet’s internal policies and practices as well as state law. The ROW Process 
Review Team developed new ideas by looking at KYTC’s current ROW processes and procedures, studying 
other state practices, and leveraging their professional judgement and experience. After developing a ROW 
process improvement idea, team members determined its feasibility and potential impact. During the final 
stages of Phase I, the ROW Process Review Team documented and prioritized ROW process improvement 
ideas. To supplement the ideas worked out by the ROW Process Review Team, KTC researchers surveyed 
consultants and attorneys to understand their perspective on the ROW process and areas in which it could 
be improved.  
 
1.4 Report Structure 
The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 sketches out the methodological approach 
used by the ROW Process Review Team to document KYTC’s current ROW process and create and 
document process improvement ideas. Chapter 3 briefly discusses the other state practices team members 
looked at as well as pertinent federal regulations and appraisal best practices. Chapter 4 presents results, 
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including documentation of KYTC’s ROW process, an exhaustive catalogue of process improvement ideas 
authored by the ROW Process Review Team, recommended trainings for Cabinet staff and consultants, and 
ideas submitted by consultants and attorneys surveyed by KTC researchers. ROW Process Review Team 
members prepared process improvement forms for ideas showing the greatest promise. Chapter 4 includes 
forms for ideas submitted by the ROW Process Review Team, consultants, and district-level attorneys. 
Each process review form describes the idea; lists benefits, drawbacks, and the estimated time savings of 
implementation; and offers a takeaway message readers should bear in mind when deliberating on whether 
adoption is warranted. This chapter also contains several charts that summarize the broader implications of 
process improvement ideas, such as ROW categories that would be impacted by adoption as well as the 
potential time savings of implementation, estimated costs, and the level of effort required to put an idea 
into practice. A chart that delineates areas of overlap or consensus among the ROW Process Review Team, 
consultants, and district-level attorneys is provided as well. Chapter 5 describes the one-day conference at 
which the ROW Process Review Team presented its top-tier process improvement ideas to leadership from 
KYTC. A prioritization matrix summarizes ideas based on their anticipated impacts in terms of time savings 
and the costs and level of effort required for implementation. The matrix gives KYTC leadership a neatly 
organized graphic from which they can quickly determine ideas expected to generate the highest return on 
investment.    
 
In putting together this report, KTC researchers sought to keep the narrative concise so that it highlights the 
ROW Process Review Team’s most critical findings. ROW Process Review Team members are entirely 
responsible for its substantive content and recommendations. While researchers assembled and developed 
the narrative and provided technical assistance when called upon, in putting together the report it worked 
entirely from materials generated and approved by team members. Their principal task was to organize and 
synthesize the findings of the ROW Process Review Team — not introduce original editorial content.   
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2. Methodological Approach 
 
The ROW Process Review Team met on an approximately biweekly basis over a five-month period. Team 
members participated in a variety of activities, including facilitated work sessions and retreats, heard guest 
speakers from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Indiana Department of Transportation 
(INDOT), and took part in brainstorming sessions. Initially, meetings focused on analyzing KYTC’s current 
ROW process to identify steps that could be improved or expedited. After each meeting, team members 
submitted process improvement ideas. Subsequent sections provide additional details on the workflow 
during the five months the team met. 
 
2.1 Documenting KYTC’s Current ROW Process 
Because ROW acquisition controls the timeline of many projects, the ROW Process Review Team began 
by documenting the Cabinet’s current ROW process. To accomplish this, the team established a ROW 
timeline for a concept project with the following characteristics: 
 
• Normal 2-mile, Grade & Drain 
• Existing 2-lane, Safety & Capacity  
• Rural: 1.5-mile, Urban: 0.5-mile 
• Parcels: Rural: 30, Urban: 20 
• Minor Acquisition Reviews (MARs) 20; Appraisals: 30 
• Miscellaneous: 10; Signs: 3; Railroad: 1 Parcel 
• Residential Relocations — Rural: 2, Urban: 3 
• Commercial: 5 Parcels (2 Out of State, 1 Relocation) 
• Condemnations: 10 
 
Information provided by the ROW Process Review Team was used to prepare Gantt charts that captured 
the amount of time required to complete each process step — from ROW Funding Request through ROW 
Certification. The ROW process was broken into 17 charts, each of which delineates major tasks and their 
constitutive (and more detailed) steps. Many ROW activities must be undertaken early in the project 
development process; furthermore, many activities unfold concurrently. Accordingly, the ROW Process 
Review Team made a point of underscoring the most critical and/or limiting activities. For example, 
Appraisals, Acquisitions, and Relocations were identified as having the longest durations, making them 
limiting steps in the ROW process. Improvements in these areas could potentially lessen the duration of the 
ROW process, accelerating delivery of the project as a whole. Section 4.1 and Appendix C provide results 
from this exercise.  
 
2.2 Documenting Process Improvement Ideas 
As the ROW Process Review Team mapped KYTC’s current ROW process, ideas for improving the 
agency’s approach to ROW emerged. Details about these ideas were recorded. Likewise, to stimulate 
discussion and brainstorming, KTC invited several guest speakers to talk with team members. Marshall 
Wainwright from the FHWA presented training materials on the Uniform Act as well as best practices 
adopted by ROW professionals in other states. Scott Adams, former Director of the Real Estate Division at 
INDOT, reviewed changes implemented by INDOT to expedite the ROW process and increase the rate of 
project success (i.e., on-time delivery). Following these presentations, the ROW Process Team was divided 
into small groups and listed 10 new ROW process improvement ideas that emerged from seeing the 
perspectives of other transportation agencies. More details on other state practices are provided in Chapter 
3.  
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All ideas produced by the team throughout the project were documented, categorized by ROW process step, 
and distributed to the team for review. Process improvement ideas were assigned to one or more of the 
following categories, each of which corresponds to a major step in the ROW process:  
 
• Acquisitions,  
• Appraisals,  
• Condemnation,  
• Property Management, 
• Relocation,  
• Title Abstracts,  
• Authorizations,  
• Personnel (HR), and  
• Technology.  
 
During later meetings, the ROW Process Review Team held in-depth conversations about each idea. 
Following these discussions, team members developed process improvement forms for ideas deemed most 
critical. Each form presents an overview of the idea, lists the pros and cons associated with its 
implementation, documents estimated time savings that could be realized through implementation, and 
distills all of this information into a key takeaway message. Team members were attentive to whether a 
process improvement would be impacted by current law or require a change to current law when authoring 
descriptions. After finalizing the process improvement forms, individual team members completed a survey 
in which they selected what they regarded as the 10 best ideas to come out of the review. Section 4.1 
contains charts which summarize the areas impacted by each process improvement idea as well as estimated 
time savings and implementation effort. It includes all process improvement forms as well, whose content 
was edited by KTC researchers to enhance their clarity and readability.        
 
ROW process improvement ideas were also gathered from sources beyond the team. KTC researchers held 
a short session at KYTC’s annual Right of Way Conference where they asked the Cabinet’s ROW 
professionals to list methods of improving the ROW process. Project Development Branch Managers were 
also polled for their ideas on process improvements and asked to identify critical path items. Researchers 
from KTC also surveyed ROW consultants, asking them to comment on the most time-consuming aspects 
of the ROW process and strategies for improving the overall process. Section 4.5 looks at ideas submitted 
by consultants. Similarly, KYTC district-level attorneys and Central Office attorneys were asked to describe 
the most time-consuming elements of the ROW process and provide recommendations for improvement. 
Section 4.6 details the attorney responses and recommendations.    
 
During a potential Phase II of this project, Cabinet leadership will examine proposed process improvements 
and determine strategies for their implementation. ROW Process Review Team members may be asked to 
assist with the implementation of process improvements selected for adoption by KYTC leadership.   
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3. Right of Way Best Practices in Other States 
 
3.1 Indiana DOT Review of Right of Way Process 
In 2010, the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) undertook a comprehensive review of its ROW 
process. The review was motivated by the need to raise the profile and performance expectations of the 
Real Estate Division, improve teamwork, and clarify the division’s identity and purpose. Scott Adams, 
former Director of the Real Estate Division, spearheaded this initiative, which kicked off with teambuilding 
activities and receiving the input of division staff. Through strategic planning exercises, cross-disciplinary 
groups evaluated the division’s strengths and weaknesses, identified opportunities for change, and 
established its mission and goals. These exercises resulted in a new mission statement for the Real Estate 
Division — to provide timely, professional real estate services to support project delivery. The main goals 
established by division staff were improving customer service, strengthening communications and 
interactions with project management, and bolstering accountability. INDOT also established a career 
progression system for the Real Estate Division, which remains in effect today. This system incentivizes 
more efficient performance. The agency also centralized ROW and developed a prequalification process 
for ROW consultants, which sought to foster better communication and engagement and hold consultants 
accountable for scope, schedule, and budget. Other initiatives and improvements adopted to compress the 
Right of Way process include: 
 
• Excess land disposition 
• Technology to upgrade the Land Records System 
• Auto-payment procedures 
• Exercise of eminent domain authority 
• Employing right-of-entry grants on all available parcels 
• Use of administrative settlements where appropriate 
• Utilizing appraisal waiver valuations for parcels valued less than $10,000 
• Weekly parcel status reports  
• A combined ROW team 
 
After implementing this series of changes, the average time to completion for the ROW process dropped 
from 307 days to 275 days — if condemnation was necessary, the average was 450 days. These numbers 
encompass all project types, including those on which a variety of small and large parcels had to be secured. 
The percentage of parcels completed and delivered on time, annually, rose from 51% to 85%, an 
improvement which garnered recognition from the International Right of Way Association and FHWA. 
The changes instituted at INDOT also nurtured a more positive working environment, improved the work 
culture among ROW professionals, increased staff motivation, and built stronger relationships between the 
Real Estate Division and consultants and project management.  
 
3.2 Early Acquisition of Parcels and Protective Buying and Hardship Acquisitions  
During his presentation on the Uniform Act, Marshall Wainwright (National Environmental Policy Act and 
Realty/ROW Technical Service Team Leader at the FHWA Resource Center) discussed Early Acquisition 
and Advance Acquisition Alternatives. Pursuant to 23 CFR 710.501 (Early Acquisition), a state agency can 
initiate the acquisition of real property interests for a proposed transportation project once it has the legal 
authority to do so. Under 23 CFR 710.501, agencies have the option to undertake Early Acquisition Projects 
before completing the environmental review process. A state agency (1) can fund Early Acquisition Project 
costs entirely with state funds with no Title 23 participation; (2) use state funds at the outset and then later 
seek Title 23 credit when an acquired property is incorporated into a transportation project that is eligible 
for Federal surface transportation program funds; or (3) use the normal Federal-aid project agreement and 
reimbursement process to fund an Early Acquisition Project in accordance with 23 CFR 710.501(e). 23 
CFR 710.503 (Protective Buying and Hardship Acquisition) specifies that a grantee can ask the FHWA for  
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reimbursement for the advance acquisition of a specific parcel or limited number of parcels, prior to the 
final environmental approval of a transportation project, to prevent imminent development and increased 
costs at the preferred location (protective buying) or to ameliorate a hardship incurred by property owners 
at the preferred location (hardship acquisition) as long as the grantee complies with conditions set out in 23 
CFR 710.503 (a)(1-4). Utah and Nevada have adopted the practice of acquiring ROW before the completion 
of NEPA. However, this practice should be undertaken with caution so that Federal funding for a project is 
not jeopardized. Table 1 lists Early Acquisition and Advance Acquisition Alternatives and Requirements 
authorized under 23 CFR 710.501 and 23 CFR 710.503, respectively. 
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Table 1 Summary of Early Acquisition and Advance Acquisition Alternatives and Requirements 
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3.3 Appraisal Best Practices 
Appraisals performed as part of ROW acquisitions must conform with regulations described in 49 CFR Part 
24. The FHWA has funded a national research study to examine best practices for MARs and appraisals 
and determine whether they comply with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 
(USPAP). The National Appraisal Board and Appraisal Institute will participate in the study. A pressing 
challenge throughout the country is the shortage of appraisers. This shortage makes it challenging to receive 
quality work from appraisers managing heavy workloads. Several state agencies have introduced training 
and mentoring programs for their appraisers. The Ohio DOT requires putting mentoring or training hours 
into appraisers’ contracts before appraisal certification. Before hiring an appraiser, the Georgia DOT 
mandates that they have at least a residential certification. Common best practices used in other states 
include letting property owners accompany the appraiser, giving a copy of the appraisal to the property 
owner, and consenting to the purchase of uneconomic remnants for legal settlement. 
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4. Right of Way Process Improvement Ideas 
 
4.1 KYTC ROW Process Review Team Ideas 
Process improvement ideas generated by the ROW Process Review Team were sorted into nine ROW 
categories:  
 
• Acquisitions, 
• Appraisals,  
• Condemnation,  
• Property Management,  
• Relocation,  
• Title Abstracts,  
• Authorizations,  
• Personnel (HR), and  
• Technology.  
 
A ROW Process Improvement Table (Table 4) summarizes the key features of each process improvement 
idea. It only contains ideas for which the ROW Process Review Team generated a process improvement 
form. The table is broken into three groups of columns. The first group of columns denote which idea type 
category an idea falls into: Best Practice, Process Change and Improvement, and Tool in the Toolbox 
(abbreviated as Tools in Table 4). Ideas often fall into more than one idea type category. Table 2 provides 
definitions for each of these categories.    
 
Table 2 Summary of Idea Types Used by ROW Process Review Team 
Idea Type Description 
Best Practice • A practice that should be regularly implemented on the 
majority of projects. 
Process Change and Improvement • An idea whose implementation will require Cabinet 
leadership to change current practices or policies. A change 
in law may be required for some ideas. 
Tool in the Toolbox • Strategies that may not be used on every project, but which 
project-specific contingencies may dictate the use of in order 
to expedite the ROW process.  
 
The next batch of columns focus on Potential Time Savings, Implementation Costs, and Implementation 
Effort. These give a rough sense of the level of effort required to put an idea into practice and the potential 
return on investment (in the form of time savings). Impacts are defined as being Low, Medium, or High in 
each area. How these terms are defined varies by category (Table 3). The final group of columns specify 
which Right of Way categories will be impacted by the adoption of an idea. The table identifies the areas 
likely to experience primary impacts as well as those apt to see secondary impacts.  
 
Table 3 Definition of Ratings for Implementation Effort  
Area Definition of Ratings 
Time Savings • Low: < 5 days 
• Medium: 5–15 days 
• High: > 15 days 
Implementation Level of Effort* • Low: < 9 months 
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• Medium: 9–18 months 
• High: > 18 months 
Implementation Costs* • Low: $50,000 
• Medium: $50,000–$200,000 
• High: $200,000 
*An important point for readers to keep in mind is that classifications were developed based purely on what 
is required to undertake the planning and development work required achieve implementation. It does not 
account for any operating costs (i.e., recurring expenses) potentially needed to sustain work beyond initial 
implementation efforts. 
 
Each idea was assigned to one of three categories based on its estimated impact (time savings) and level of 
effort needed for implementation (Cabinet resources, financial costs). The first category, Quick Wins, 
contains ideas with low resource requirements but that will translate into significant time savings. These 
ideas can be adopted quickly and without significant expense. Next, Sustained Initiatives encompasses ideas 
whose resource costs are high, but the potential impacts of which are high as well. Ideas within this category 
are either costly or will require a long period of planning and development in the run up to implementation. 
Accelerated Reforms, the third category, has ideas that are not resource intensive to implement, however, 
they also will not generate massive returns on investment. Nonetheless they will help reduce the duration 
of the ROW process. 
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Table 4 Right of Way Process Improvement Table 
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4.1.1 Process Improvement Forms 
This section contains all process improvement forms prepared by the ROW Process Review Team as well 
as several ideas submitted by consultants and KYTC district-level attorneys vetted by team members. Team 
members brainstormed pros and cons, as well as key takeaway messages, for ideas submitted by attorneys 
and consultants. Process improvement forms for consultant ideas have light blue shading around the border; 
those which originated with attorneys have black borders. Each form includes the idea title, primary and 
secondary ROW categories that would be affected by implementation (categories experiencing secondary 
impacts are listed in parentheses following the category that will be primarily affected), a description of the 
idea, pros and cons of implementation, estimated time savings, estimated cost and implementation effort, 
and a key takeaway message. Forms are presented in the order of their listing in Table 4. Subsections are 
organized by idea type (i.e., Best Practice, Tool in the Toolbox) and estimated impact and effort needed for 
implementation (Quick Wins, Sustained Initiatives, Accelerated Reforms). Sections 4.5 and 4.6 provide 
additional details on ideas submitted by consultants and district-level attorneys. 
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4.1.1.1 Best Practices — Quick Wins 
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4.1.1.2 Best Practices — Sustained Initiatives 
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4.1.1.3 Best Practices — Accelerated Reforms 
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4.1.1.4 Tools — Quick Wins 
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4.1.1.5 Tools — Sustained Initiatives 
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4.1.1.6 Tools — Accelerated Reforms 
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4.2 Ranking of KYTC ROW Process Review Team Ideas 
At the end of the review process, all members of the ROW Process Review Team were asked to examine 
each of the process improvement ideas described in the foregoing pages and select what they felt were the 
10 best ideas. In administering this survey, KTC researchers decided that allowing each team member to 
use their own subjective judgment to define what is meant by best ideas was the optimal approach so as not 
to unduly constrict, bias, or influence the ranking process. Table 5 lists, in descending order according to 
vote tally, the team’s rankings. Please note that team members only ranked ideas originally generated during 
their working sessions. They did not rank ideas originating with attorneys or consultants.    
 
 
Table 5 ROW Process Improvement Team Ranking of Ideas 
Idea Votes 
Centralize ROW 7 
Mandatory ROW Workshops for Senior Leadership 6 
Incentivize Staff 6 
Provide Online Access to Property & Owner Information 5 
Authorize District Offices to Pay Small Filing/Recording Fees 5 
Establish Appraiser Apprentice Program 4 
Reinstate Right of Entry Agreements and Encourage Agreed IOJs 4 
Share District Staff to Deliver ROW Program 4 
Develop ROW Training Portfolio 4 
Enforce the 45-Day Sign-or-Sue Policy 3 
Delegate Approval Authority to Review Appraiser 3 
Cross-Train Agents in Basic ROW Functions 3 
ROW Internship Program 3 
Evaluate District ROW Processes 3 
Incentivize Adoption of Web-Based Applications 3 
Develop Employee Performance Measures 3 
Limit Scope of Cases Handled by District Attorneys 3 
Implement a Lump Sum Payment for Last Resort Tenants 2 
Include Staff Training in Consultant Contract 2 
Develop Procedures for Group Signing Sessions 2 
Increase ROW Supervisor Settlement Authority 2 
Enhance In-Field Technologies 2 
Allow ROW or Consultants to Directly Hire Contract Attorneys 2 
Use Design Funds for Titles, Appraisal, Relocation Research 2 
Research Use of Quick Take Authority  2 
Early ROW Staff Participation in Design 2 
Eliminate Division of Purchases from Demolition Contracts 2 
Expedite Funding Authorization 2 
Stabilize/Improve Internet Access 2 
Adopt Federal Government Pay Scale 2 
Establish Director of Condemnation within OLS 2 
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Implement FAST Act Early Acquisition 2 
Hold Property Owner Information Meetings 2 
Offer Bonuses to Vacate/Move 1 
Transfer Comp Book Among Projects 1 
Investigate Segmentation of Comp Book 1 
Master Agreements for Appraiser Contracts 1 
Strengthen Communication Among KYTC Stakeholders 1 
Monitor Appraiser Performance 1 
Evaluate Allowing Move Bids Over $10,000 1 
Reinstate Right of Entry Agreements and Encourage Agreed IOJs 1 
Reduce Title Requirements for Temporary Easements 1 
Offer Trainings for District & Contract Attorneys 1 
Pay for Move Estimates 0 
Share Sales Book Datum 0 
Improve Communication of ROW Clearance Dates 0 
Mediation Prior to Condemnation 0 
Establish Minimum Acquisition Offer 0 
Improve Guidelines to Select MAR or Appraisal 0 
Establish Recommended Time Frames for ROW Tasks 0 
Require Design Displays or KMZ 0 
Explore the Use of Purchase Options 0 
Provide Educational Information to Circuit Clerks 0 
Create Individual Training Accounts 0 
Incentivize Training for Staff 0 
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4.3 KYTC Railroad ROW Process Improvement Ideas 
The Railroad ROW Process can be a time-consuming endeavor, oftentimes lasting multiple years. To 
identify strategies to accelerate ROW acquisition for railroad parcels, KTC researchers interviewed Cabinet 
experts in the Railroad ROW Process. They offered several recommendations for shortening its duration. 
Process phases mentioned below (in italics) correspond to those listed in Gantt charts in Appendix C. 
 
During the phase, Preliminary Agreements with Railroad, experts advocated for the use of digital 
signatures. They commented that while most railroads would be amenable to this shift in policy, KYTC 
currently requires a physical signature for agreements (however, electronic signatures may be used for 
invoices). Using digital signatures reduces the mailing of forms among railroad offices and could therefore 
save up to two weeks. For the phase, Plans Returned to KYTC & Revised Add Structure Plans, Cabinet 
experts endorsed the importance of KYTC submitting preliminary — but not final — structure plans to 
railroads. Although railroads do want final construction plans to ensure no significant changes have been 
made on a final design, at this stage it is sufficient to submit plans that adequately delineate the location 
and extent of a proposed structure. Specifically, railroads want plans that contain information on abutments, 
piers, footings, clearances, drainages, and fencing. Likewise, Highway Design personnel should identify 
and focus their efforts at this stage on the reach that will be affected by a project. It is critical for them to 
supply drainage calculations and cross sections to railroads. Overall, KYTC’s goal at this juncture should 
be to prepare advance designs in areas proximate to railroads such that the designs are locked in but at the 
same time can accommodate future modifications if necessary. For Construction Agreements, switching to 
digital signatures would accelerate the Railroad ROW Process between one and three weeks. Another area 
that warrants further investigation is the establishment of master agreements with companies performing 
review work on behalf of railroads. Such agreements, which have been used, can expedite project reviews. 
The final recommendation put forward KYTC experts is to begin work on railroad parcels as soon as 
possible during project development, even before starting work on other parcels.   
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4.4 Training Opportunities for KYTC Staff and Consultants 
With staff attrition gradually thinning the ranks of experienced ROW personnel at the Cabinet, the ROW 
Process Review Team stressed the need to make different types of training available to new and relatively 
inexperienced staff as well as consultants, under particular circumstances. Several process improvement 
ideas described in Section 4.1 speak to the need for a robust training program — Development of ROW 
Training Portfolio, Training for District and Contract Attorneys, Create Individual Training Accounts, and 
Include Staff Training Requirements in Consultant Contracts. In addition to recommending specific types 
of training, the ROW Process Review Team emphasized that it is critical to incentivize training. Staff who 
seek out training to improve their performance and expand their skill sets deserve awards for their 
dedication and the new competencies they acquire. Different incentives could be offered based on the type 
of training a KYTC staff member participates in. For example, if an employee obtains a license or 
certification, the Cabinet could potentially offer them a promotion. Or, if personnel demonstrate some 
threshold level of competency through training (and which is objectively assessed through an exam), an 
attractive option is to give them a one-time bonus. Creating Individual Training Accounts was also 
recommended by the ROW Process Review Team. With these accounts in place, each staff member would 
be allocated a fixed sum that could be used for training not otherwise offered through the Cabinet’s ROW 
Training Portfolio. Employees would therefore have the opportunity to pursue a specialization unique to 
their interest and skill set. Table 6 lists the forms of training recommended by team members as well as the 
target audience for each training. 
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Table 6 Proposed ROW Trainings and Target Audiences 
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4.5 Consultant Surveys 
KTC researchers surveyed seven ROW consultants, all of which have more than 20 years of experience 
working on ROW for the Cabinet. Appendix A contains the survey and the responses of all consultants. 
Their responses and ideas for improving the ROW process are summarized briefly in this section.  
 
When asked about the ROW subject matter area in which they are proficient, all respondents mentioned 
Acquisitions and Finding MAR Range of Values. Only three of the seven respondents reported being 
proficient in the Sales Book Process and Appraisals. Four respondents said they are proficient in Title 
Abstractions and Property Management, while six remarked they are proficient in Project Reports, Business 
Relocation, and Residential Relocation.  
 
Respondents were also asked to comment on what they viewed as the most time-consuming aspect of the 
ROW process. Relocations were mentioned most frequently, with respondents saying that difficulties in 
finding comparable properties are a primary reason for delays. One respondent cited appraisals as a cause 
for prolonged timelines. Appraisals are often delayed, which narrows the window for negotiations and 
relocations. Other factors which slow the close out of a parcel include major plan changes, contract changes, 
or decision making, such as whether to sign or sue. Respondents also highlighted smaller details, such as 
delivery of checks, obtaining contact information for a property owner, response times, and initial project 
data setup as being causes for drawn out ROW timelines. 
 
Respondents offered numerous ideas for improving the Cabinet’s ROW process, and these are listed 
individually in Table 7. They have been lightly edited but appear in the form they were submitted. Several 
their ideas overlapped with those generated by the ROW Process Review Team. Appraisals were cited as a 
hindrance to the quick completion of the ROW process. Respondents suggested it would be beneficial to 
streamline the appraisal process and improve the consistency with which it is carried out across districts. 
Other factors which contribute to delays are last-minute plan changes and having to bring in new appraisers 
to cope with burdensome workloads. Like the ROW Process Review Team, respondents encouraged better 
communication of plan changes and other issues pertaining to ROW between KYTC’s district offices and 
Central Office. Although strengthening communication methods and streamlining the appraisal process will 
require changes to KYTC policy, once those have been made ROW staff will be able to deliver projects 
more efficiently. Respondents reiterated the importance of bolstering the consistency and timeliness of all 
ROW activities. Among the key ideas they had for ROW process changes and best practices were: 
 
• Establish time frames for completing ROW work, similar to what is done in the Division of 
Highway Design. 
• Prepare a list of qualified relocation agents. 
• Hire appraisers and attorneys prior to contracting with a ROW firm. 
• Develop consistent methods for completing administrative settlements. 
 
Table 7 ROW Process Improvement Ideas (Consultants) 
1. Negotiations — the decision to sign or sue on a parcel is imperative to clear the project. 
2. Allow electronic signature to be accepted for payments. Better database (RWUMS) that includes 
relocation data for status reports. 
3. Allow consultants to hire own title/closing attorneys. Staff attorneys are often too busy to assist, and 
title attorneys assigned by the consultants are more manageable for completing projects. 
4. KYTC should have titles in hand and appraisals in progress prior to contracting with a ROW firm 
for relocation and acquisition work. 
5. ROW plans should be correct and researched, and deeds plotted, before dealing with changes. 
Provide final plans to work with and hold no scoping meetings until plans are finalized. 
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6. Setting realistic clearance dates that take into account the complexity of the project as well as the 
design plan changes that occur. 
7. Better cooperation with Central Office on administrative settlements to reduce the number of 
condemnations. 
8. Appraisals should be done in a timely manner. The appraisal process should be consistent. Often 
appraisers are brought on board late or have numerous revisions due to plan changes. 
9. Clearer communication from district offices when there are plan changes that affect ROW — there 
is a reluctance to communicate. May not hear back when an answer is needed. Meetings are needed 
when changes arise to explain what is expected; clearer communication and faster response time 
from district offices and the Central Office. 
10. Complete the review of deeds to be signed in a timelier manner. 
11. Complete appraisal reviews in a timelier manner.  
12. Use reliable computer programs. Increase the file size limits for KYTC email. 
13. Training opportunities for new KYTC agents, either formal or having a qualified consultant provide 
training. 
14. Hire appraisers and legal services prior to contracting with a ROW firm. This is more beneficial to 
KYTC. 
15. Permit title attorneys to update titles and close parcels. 
16. Create a list of qualified relocation agents, similar to the practice with title attorneys and appraisers. 
17. Increased consistency in administrative settlements. 
18. Establish time frames for completing work, similar to what is used in the Division of Design; 
complete time limit; timely scoping and contract negotiations; ROW decisions made in a timely 
manner. 
19. Complete tasks in a timely manner, particularly appraisals, scoping, contract negotiations, and ROW 
decisions. 
20. Uniformity and consistency among districts and between districts and the Central Office for the 
following: processes, paperwork, submittals, requirements. 
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4.6 Attorney Surveys 
KTC researchers surveyed Cabinet attorneys via telephone. The survey consisted of 17 questions and 
focused on the ROW process and condemnation. Of the 12 attorneys contacted, nine completed the survey. 
While all attorneys had over three years of legal experience, their experience in condemnation ranged from 
50+ years to less than a year. The first three questions were general and open-ended, asking respondents to 
make recommendations for improving the ROW process, comment on the ways in which the legal services 
provided to the Division of Right of Way and Utilities could be improved, and discuss how district attorneys 
could offer better services to district offices. The remaining questions focused on legal activity required to 
obtain right of entry once a case has been assigned to the Office of Legal Services, targeting where delays 
occur in the process and the cause of those delays. Tables 8–10 summarize the ideas attorneys submitted 
on: 
 
• Improving the ROW process (Table 8),  
• Improving legal assistance offered to the Division of Right of Way and Utilities (Table 9), and  
• How district attorneys can do to better serve their districts (Table 10).  
 
Appendix B includes the survey and the unabridged answers provided by attorneys to all questions. 
 
Respondents offered a variety of comments on and suggestions for improving the ROW process. Many 
comments highlighted the need to improve communication between ROW staff and attorneys. Legal issues, 
often, are not prioritized or understood throughout the project management process. Previously, Districts 8 
and 9 had an engineer on staff that assisted in reviewing plan sheets, creating trial exhibits, and speaking 
with property owners. These engineers also served as expert witnesses in condemnation trials. Respondents 
also commented that they would like to see more careful language used in title abstractions, improvements 
in negotiations, training made available to legal and ROW staff, and an increase in the number of expert 
appraisal and engineering witnesses.  
 
Another common theme underscored by respondents was the importance of addressing human resources 
issues. Attorneys want to be viewed and regarded as part of the team. They also contended that more ROW 
agents and attorneys need to be hired in each district. District attorneys are spread thin, handle cases other 
than condemnation, and mentioned wanting to see the introduction career progression system similar to 
what is available to KYTC engineers.  
 
Approximately 20% of all parcels go to condemnation, however, 90 to 95% of the work done by district 
attorneys involves condemnation. Respondents supplied a number of recommendations for improving the 
content of the condemnation packet and its distribution. Making sure the information contained in the 
packet is complete and accurate is one step that can be taken to provide more efficient legal services. ROW 
staff should be diligent about checking the information and ensuring copies are legible. Staff must also 
identify all parties they believe have a legal interest in property, that title and contact information is 
accurate, and include correct names and addresses for each person having an interest in the property in the 
packet. Respondents proposed the use of a new summary sheet in the packet, one that explains the issues 
related to a property owner which precipitated a failed settlement. The respondents also indicated they 
would also like to see a more user friendly PROLAW system.  
 
Other recommendations advanced by the respondents either echoed those mentioned by the ROW Process 
Review Team or had considerable affinities with them. Among these were communicating firm deadlines 
for ROW clearance, allowing project managers to establish priority parcels, limiting time for negotiations, 
improving the process for requesting checks, and recruiting more appraisers. Other attorney comments 
focused in greater detail on the types of information attorneys need in order to file suit in a timely manner. 
Respondents said that most short-term delays appear to result from incomplete or outdated information in 
the title report or complications in the chain of title. These delays can extend weeks or months. The source 
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of the longest delays is right to take challenges pursued by property owners. These delays can drag out for 
multiple years (three to eight). Service of Process is another area where time is lost, but respondents felt 
they had little control over the task since the law requires service by a Sheriff or use of certified mail. 
 
Table 8 Attorney Suggestions for Improving the Right of Way Process 
Category Recommendations 
Authorization 
 
• Money should be in the project at the time it 
starts.  
• Have right of entry on all parcels in a project 
before the project is let to contract. 
Engineering 
 
• Do not use design/build because appraisals 
and condemnation require firm plans. 
• Better review of plans on a parcel-by-parcel 
basis.   
• Engineering witnesses are in short supply. 
Project development engineers have other 
responsibilities. As a result, many attorneys 
use a consultant engineer as an expert witness.  
A proactive effort to recruit engineer expert 
witnesses is needed.  
• Not many people focus on legal issues, so 
sometimes it is hard to get engineers to 
understand or prioritize legal issues. It would 
be beneficial to have an engineer available 
and/or assigned to specialize in legal issues, 
plan sheets, trial exhibits (a go-to engineer).  
Ideally, an engineer would be assigned to 
Legal. It could be a part-time position. There 
is precedent for this Districts 8 and 9. 
Title Abstraction 
 
• Consultants do not use access language in the 
deeds they prepare. This must be corrected. 
Appraisals 
 
• Improve the process for getting fee appraisers 
approved for legal work. It takes too long. 
• Shorten appraisal form for legal work so other 
side does not have so much information to use 
during cross examination. 
• The enormous lack of trial appraisers is 
becoming a crisis — and there is no sign of 
recruitment happening. We need to be 
proactive in recruitment efforts to get licensed 
people as trial witnesses.  
• It takes a long time for the completion of 
appraisals. Appraisers sometimes wait until 
the trials are coming up. There needs to be a 
deadline, and it needs to be enforced. 
• Appraisal approval takes too long. It is 
unclear if the problem results from first- or 
second-level approval. Even then, attorneys 
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are sometimes not told they have been 
approved. 
• Stop the practice of waiting for the second 
trial witness to turn an appraisal in before the 
first one is reviewed and approved. 
Accounts 
 
• There are delays in the check-requesting 
process — it needs to be streamlined. Checks 
for filing fees, Commissioners’ Awards, 
payment of Commissioners’ fees, warning 
order attorney fees, and recording fees are 
slow.  
Acquisition 
 
• Have a firm time frame for acquisition and 
communicate that to the attorney. 
• When acquiring the entire parcel, deal with 
the property tax at the time a deed is taken. 
Acquisition — Negotiation 
 
• ROW needs to refer cases for condemnation 
more quickly so that the Office of Legal 
Services can begin its work sooner. Do not 
spend 9 months negotiating and wait to send 
to Legal at last minute. 
• Allow more authority during ROW 
negotiations for both money and plan 
changes. 
• Give more people settlement authority for 
mediations. 
• Do not publish settlement authority in the 
ROW manual. 
• In dealing with poor people, be more 
understanding, especially when acquiring 
their home. They become fearful more 
readily. It is easier for people with money to 
move.   
• Negotiators need to review title report with 
the property owner to ensure all 
encumbrances are addressed. If the property 
owner does not know if an encumbrance has 
been addressed, the agent or title person 
should research it. 
• Consultants seem to be in a hurry, passing 
parcels off to Legal Services quickly. Process 
needs to reward settlement, so consultants 
will try harder to settle. 
Condemnation 
 
• Refer all condemnation parcels on a single 
project to Legal in close succession — not 
one to two years apart. 
Condemnation — Packet 
 
• Be more diligent in checking packet before 
giving it to Legal Services. 
• When putting the condemnation packet 
together, do not copy or print front and back. 
Copy or print front only. The information is 
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too hard to read when printed on front and 
back. This includes the title report and 
supporting documents. Review the packet to 
ensure all copies are legible. 
• Make sure title and contact information is 
accurate and complete prior to sending a 
parcel packet to Legal. ROW must identify all 
parties it believes have a legal interest in 
property (there used to be a form for this). 
• Add new information to packet: Summary 
sheet explaining what the issues on the 
property owner that made settlement fail, 
rather than bury that information deep in 
packet. 
• Make sure names and addresses are correct —
Do not supply post office box numbers. ROW 
must acquire physical address for each person 
having an interest in the property. 
Communication • Attorneys need greater contact with project 
managers. They require awareness of 
priorities, real deadlines, and the critical path.  
This is especially important when priorities 
shift. The letting date is never included in the 
packet. 
• Acquisition needs closer coordination 
between ROW and Legal Services. Have the 
branch manager identify which cases to do 
and in what order. 
• Have attorney go to project review in Central 
Office if they can. If not, have a Central 
Office attorney attend. Attorneys can learn of 
problems and priorities that way. 
• If there are issues with the quality of title 
work, let Legal Services know. Feedback is 
needed. 
• There needs to be a better understanding and 
communication on handling old cases that 
need attention. ROW is hesitant to spend 
money on old cases, or perhaps ROW does 
not understand issues and is therefore hesitant 
to spend money. Old cases need to be closed 
out, so the larger older project can be closed 
out. 
Training 
 
• Improve skills in deescalating confrontational 
behavior. Consultants are not as good at this 
as KYTC staff. 
Human Resources 
 
• Hire more ROW agents in the district offices 
and use consultants less, if at all. 
• Think of Legal Services as part of the team. 
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Table 9 Attorney Suggestions for Improving Legal Services Provided to the Division of ROW and 
Utilities  
Category Recommendations 
Appraisals 
 
• Have attorneys request fee appraisers for trial 
work for all parcels on an entire project, but 
only assign appraiser to do appraisals on just 
those parcels that are sent to condemnation. 
Acquisition — Negotiation 
 
• Get the attorney involved earlier — it seems 
like cases could settle but instead they go to 
condemnation. 
• Questions to address: 
o Are there problems hearing back from 
the property owner? 
o Are there problems getting 
information from the property owner? 
Condemnation — Packet 
 
• If Legal Services has information that is 
complete and accurate, it can provide better 
services. 
• Having a more user friendly PROLAW-type 
system. 
• Continue working with the attorney after a 
case is turned in for suit. Do not think it is 
over because a parcel is turned into Legal 
Services — consultants are bad for this. 
Communication 
 
• Better communication and coordination 
between ROW supervisors and attorneys 
(staff and contract) to build relationships and 
improve communication.  For example, have 
a meeting at the start of a project to review the 
overall project, why the project is important, 
and what the potential problem parcels are.  
Engineers should be included in this meeting.  
Communication between Legal Services and 
ROW needs improvement when negotiations 
ensue and the case is in Legal Services. 
• Give attorneys constructive criticism so any 
issues can be improved. 
• There needs to be someone coordinating 
contract attorneys in the Central Office or 
district. 
• Let ROW supervisor in the district know the 
chain of command, so if there is a district 
problem that cannot be resolved, a known 
contact exists. 
• Attorneys should provide the branch manager 
with a list of all legal cases. 
• Have a discussion among attorneys to come 
up with best practices. 
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Training 
 
• Have attorney and ROW mentors for new 
attorneys. 
• Attorneys need more information about the 
ROW process when hired. 
Technology 
 
• Access to better technology (e.g., iPhone, 
iPad). 
Human Resources 
 
• Staff up Legal Services — fill empty 
positions. Districts that are really busy or have 
complicated cases that need at least two 
attorneys. 
• Do not spread district attorneys too thin — 
they work on issues other than condemnation.  
• Having district attorneys handle Claims 
Commission cases is a problem if a case 
raises a factual issue critical of actions of a 
coworker. It creates a conflict where there 
should not be one. 
 
 
Table 10 Attorney Suggestions for Improving District Attorneys’ Service to Districts 
Category Recommendations 
Communication 
 
• Coordinate priorities with Central Office — 
Office of Legal Services and district. The 
district may have priorities that are different 
than CO-OLS. 
• Meet with each section and discuss issues 
affecting them in order to build relationships.  
Visit all barns.   
• Have more communication and opportunities 
to discuss issues and ways to improve. 
• Collect feedback on how attorneys are doing, 
including feedback on how contract attorneys 
are performing. 
• Attend some of each other’s meetings to keep 
abreast of issues and remain responsive to 
those priorities. 
• Sharing ideas with other staff. 
Training 
 
• Produce a manual or guidebook on the Office 
of Legal Services legal issues and how to 
practice a condemnation case. 
• Develop a better understanding between Legal 
Services and ROW of each other’s processes 
and priorities. 
• Have an orientation to learn more about what 
district does and what is expected from the 
district attorney when the attorney is first 
hired. 
• Training on what is needed in a settlement 
recommendation. 
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Human Resources 
 
• More Staff 
• Currently there are no promotional 
opportunities for attorneys. Attorney salaries 
should be reviewed in the same manner as 
engineers' salaries. Attorney I and II are the 
same grade, so there is only one opportunity 
for promotion: from Attorney II to Attorney 
III. 
• More access to state vehicles or 
reimbursement at the federal rate. 
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4.7 Comparison of Process Improvement Ideas 
Table 11 documents areas in which the ideas advanced by the ROW Process Review Team, consultants, 
and attorneys overlap. The left column lists each idea suggested by the ROW Process Review Team. The 
subsequent columns contain ideas put forward by consultants and attorneys which are similar to those of 
the ROW Process Review Team. For some of the consultant and attorney ideas, their phrasing or content 
do not perfectly align with those of the ROW Process Review Team. Nonetheless, the affinities in these 
cases are pronounced enough to place the ideas side by side. 
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Table 11 Comparison of KYTC Process Improvement Ideas and Consultant/Attorney Perspectives 
KYTC Process Improvement Idea Consultant Perspective Attorney Perspective 
Provide Online Access to Property & Owner 
Information  
 
∙ Have ROW agent identify heirs and retrieve their addresses. 
Enforce the 45-Day Sign-or-Sue Policy  ∙ Negotiations — the decision to sign 
or sue on a parcel is imperative to 
clear the project. 
∙ ROW needs to refer cases for condemnation more quickly so that 
the Office of Legal Services can begin its work sooner.  
Include Staff Training in Consultant Contract  ∙ Training opportunities for new 
KYTC agents, either formal or having 
a qualified consultant provide training. 
 
Delegate Approval Authority to Review Appraiser 
 
∙ Getting appraisals approved takes too long. It is unclear whether the 
problem resides with first- or second-level approval. Even then, 
attorneys are sometimes not told they have been approved. 
Establish Appraiser Apprentice Program 
 
∙ The enormous lack of trial appraisers is becoming a crisis — and 
there is no sign of recruitment happening.  We need to be proactive 
in recruitment efforts to get licensed people for trial witnesses.  
Increase ROW Supervisor Settlement Authority 
 
∙ Allow more authority during ROW negotiations for both money and 
plan changes. 
∙ Give more people settlement authority for mediations. 
Enhance In-Field Technologies ∙ Allow electronic signature to be 
accepted for payments. Better 
database (RWUMS) that includes 
relocation data for status reports. 
∙ Access to better technology (e.g. iPhone, iPad). 
Allow ROW or Consultants to Directly Hire 
Contract Attorneys  
∙ Allow consultants to hire own 
title/closing attorneys. Staff attorneys 
are often too busy to assist, and title 
attorneys assigned by the consultants 
are more manageable for completing 
projects. 
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Use Design Funds for Titles, Appraisal, Relocation 
Research  
∙ KYTC should have titles in hand and 
appraisals in progress prior to 
contracting with a ROW firm for 
relocation and acquisition work. 
 
Reinstate Right of Entry Agreements and 
Encourage Agreed IOJs  
 
∙ Have right of entry on all parcels in a project before the project is 
let to contract. 
Early ROW Staff Participation in Design ∙ ROW plans should be correct and 
researched, and deeds plotted, before 
dealing with changes. Provide final 
plans to work with and hold no 
scoping meetings until plans are 
finalized. 
 
Improve Communication of ROW Clearance 
Dates 
∙ Setting realistic clearance dates that 
account for the complexity of the 
project as well as the design plan 
changes that occur. 
∙ Attorneys need to have greater contact with project managers. They 
need to know priorities, real deadlines, and the critical path. This is 
especially important when priorities shift.  The letting date is never 
included in the packet. 
Mediation Prior to Condemnation ∙ Better cooperation with Central 
Office on administrative settlements to 
reduce the number of condemnations. 
 
Master Agreements for Appraiser Contracts ∙ Appraisals should be done in a timely 
manner. The appraisal process should 
be consistent. Often appraisers are 
brought on board late or have 
numerous revisions due to plan 
changes. 
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Strengthen Communication Among ROW 
Stakeholders 
∙ Clearer communication from district 
offices when there are plan changes 
that affect ROW — there is a 
reluctance to communicate. May not 
hear back when an answer is needed. 
Meetings are needed when changes 
arise to explain what is expected; 
clearer communication and faster 
response time from district offices and 
the Central Office. 
∙ Better communication and coordination between ROW supervisors 
and attorneys (staff and contract) to build relationships and improve 
communication. 
∙ Meet with each section and discuss issues affecting that section in 
order to build relationships. Visit all the barns.  
∙ Have more communication and opportunities to discuss issues and 
ways to improve. 
Establish Recommended Time Frames for ROW 
Tasks  
∙ Complete the review of deeds to be 
signed in a timelier manner. 
 
Monitor Appraiser Performance ∙ Complete appraisal reviews in a 
timelier manner.  
 
Stabilize/Improve Internet Access ∙ Use reliable computer programs. 
Increase the file size limits for KYTC 
email. 
 
Adopt Federal Government Pay Scale 
 
∙ Currently there are no promotional opportunities for attorneys. 
Attorney salaries should be reviewed in the same manner as 
engineers' salaries. 
Develop ROW Training Portfolio for Agents  ∙ Training opportunities for new 
KYTC agents, either formal or having 
a qualified consultant provide training. 
 
Offer Trainings for District & Contract Attorneys  
 
∙ Have attorney and ROW mentors for new attorneys 
∙ Attorneys need more information about the ROW process when 
hired. 
∙ Have a manual or guidebook on OLS legal issues and how to 
practice a condemnation case. 
∙ Develop a better understanding between Office of Legal Services 
and ROW with respect to each other’s processes and priorities. 
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4.8 Human Resources and Staffing 
Staffing issues affect the Cabinet’s ability to deliver projects on schedule. A high rate of attrition among 
ROW personnel results in uneven knowledge bases across KYTC districts. Personnel shortages contribute 
to the significant variability in ROW practices across the state. Moving forward, capturing what institutional 
knowledge exists — especially among staff poised for retirement — will be integral for ensuring the ROW 
process transpires smoothly.  
 
When examining personnel issues, reflecting on the importance of capturing institutional knowledge, and 
assessing whether to add new training options, it is helpful to review historical trends in staffing levels to 
grasp how KYTC has evolved organizationally (Figure 1). In 2006 — just prior to a wave of retirements in 
2008 — the Cabinet employed 111 ROW agents statewide across district offices and the Central Office. At 
this time, there was no Director or Assistant Director. Of the 111 agents, 14% had between 1 and 5 years 
of experience; 29% had between 6 and 10 years of experience; 14% had 11 to 15 years of experience; 29% 
had 16 to 20 years of experience, and 14% had 21+ years of experience. There were 11 vacancies in agent 
positions across district offices and 9 vacancies in the Central Office.  
 
Presently, there are 81 ROW agents in district offices and the Central Office. The Central Office lacks an 
Acquisition Branch Manager and Relocation Branch Manager. Districts 6 and 10 do not have permanent 
Right of Way Supervisors. Of the 81 agents, 35% have 1 to 5 years of experience; 20% have between 6 and 
10 years of experience; 14% have 11 to 15 years of experience; 20% have between 16 and 20 years of 
experience; and 11% have 21+ years of experience. Any future retirements could have significant 
consequences for the Division of Right of Way and Utilities. Figure 1 presents a graphic summary of the 
ROW employment trends at the Cabinet.    
 
The ROW Process Review Team shared a number of idea for improving the human resources situation 
within the Division of ROW and Utilities. Consultants, attorneys, and KYTC branch managers brought up 
many of the same issues as team members. ROW professionals commented that not enough staff are 
available to handle the current load of project work, especially in the areas of Appraisals, Title Abstracts, 
and Relocation. Many individuals observed that it is critical to rebuild depleted districts and replace ROW 
staff when they leave. Replacing departed staff is particularly important when the vacated positions play an 
essential role in completing the ROW process. One suggestion put forward to alleviate staff shortages is 
simplifying the processes of hiring new staff and promoting current staff. A short-term fix to the problem 
of personnel shortfalls is to let districts borrow staff from other nearby districts to assist with ROW delivery. 
This strategy could be used for virtually all aspects of the ROW process. However, supervisors would need 
to allow for overtime and reinforce the class spec requirement that ROW agents must travel.  
 
A more permanent solution to staffing challenges may lie in bringing new staff into the ROW profession. 
Establishing a vibrant internship program within the Division of Right of Way and Utilities could help the 
Cabinet recruit college students or other trainees. It would also bring the promise of on-the-job learning in 
Acquisitions, Appraisals, and Relocation. ROW professionals also believe it is important for good work to 
be recognized. It is also critical to motivate employees by offering performance incentives and establishing 
a ROW career path that includes specialization (i.e., Appraisals, Title Work, Relocation) where the pay 
scale is commensurate with level of achievement. Providing a training allowance to ROW personnel can 
give them the opportunity to build their knowledge or develop new forms of expertise. Acquiring more 
training and knowledge also places staff in the position to serve as effective mentors to new hires.  
 
To understand how the pay scale for its ROW personnel series compares with those adopted by other states, 
salary ranges for the Cabinet and transportation agencies in states bordering Kentucky were analyzed in a 
study conducted by KYTC staff. Table 12 and Figures 2 and 3 highlight key findings. Figure 2, which 
compares minimum salaries for each position in the ROW series, and Figure 3, which captures the salary 
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midpoints for each position, clearly illustrate the disparities in pay among states. Kentucky frequently ranks 
at the bottom of the seven states included in the comparison for ROW personnel pay, especially for more 
senior positions. For positions that qualify as entry level or mid-tier (e.g., ROW Agent I through ROW Unit 
Leader) discrepancies are slightly less pronounced, at least for Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee, and Indiana. 
Across the board, the highest salaries are typically found in Ohio, Illinois, and Missouri. 
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Figure 1 Comparison of ROW Personnel — 2006 versus 2018 
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Table 12 Comparison of ROW Salaries in Kentucky and Bordering States 
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Figure 2 Comparison of ROW Salaries in Kentucky and Bordering States (Minimums) 
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Figure 3 Comparison of ROW Salaries in Kentucky and Bordering States (Midpoints) 
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5. Conclusion 
 
5.1 Presentation of Improvement Ideas to KYTC Leadership 
After finalizing its work, the ROW Process Review Team met with several members of KYTC’s leadership 
team during a one-day conference to present its findings and recommendations. Prior to the event, ROW 
Process Review Team members broke into small groups to review all the ideas for which process 
improvement forms had been generated to determine which should be presented to Cabinet leadership. Each 
process improvement idea was originally assigned to one (or more) of nine ROW categories, however, the 
team decided in some cases to group together multiple categories that aligned with one another. For the 
purpose of presentation, the Condemnation and Titles categories were combined into a single category, as 
were Authorizations, Property Management, Relocation, and Technology. Groups selected between three 
and seven ideas to present during the conference. Limiting the number of ideas presented reserved time for 
discussion of other ideas within a category that did not receive formal treatment. KYTC leadership, after 
the conclusion of structured presentations within each category, chose additional topics to discuss from a 
menu of options. The menus listed all of the ideas that had not been presented. Table 13 summarizes the 
top-tier ideas team members presented during the conference.  
 
Table 13 Ideas Presented by ROW Process Review Team to KYTC Leadership 
ROW Categories Ideas Presented 
Acquisitions • Share District Staff to Deliver ROW Program 
• Enforce 45-Day Sign-or-Sue Policy 
• Authorize District Offices to Pay Small 
Filing/Recording Fees 
Appraisals • Delegate Approval Authority to Review 
Appraiser 
• Early ROW Staff Participation in Design 
• Improve Guidelines to Select MAR or 
Appraisal 
• Establish Appraiser Apprenticeship Program 
• Investigate Segmentation of Comp Book 
• Share Sales Book Datum 
• Master Agreement for Appraiser Contracts 
• Monitor Appraiser Performance 
Condemnation and Titles • Use Design Funds for Titles, Appraisals, 
Relocation Research 
• Reinstate the Use of Right of Entry 
Agreements and Encourage Agreed IOJs 
• Establish Director of Condemnation within 
OLS 
Authorizations, Property Management, 
Relocation, and Technology 
• Implement FAST Act Early Acquisition 
• Expedite Funding Authorization 
• Provide Online Access to Property & Owner 
Information 
Personnel and Human Resources • Develop ROW Training Portfolio for Agents 
• Incentivize Training for Staff 
• Adopt Federal Government Pay Scale 
• Centralize ROW 
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KYTC leadership and ROW Process Review Team members extensively discussed process improvement 
ideas during the conference. These conversations revolved around identifying the benefits and drawbacks 
of each idea and the potential consequences of instituting best practices or adopting new policies to 
operationalize them. No final decisions have been made with respect to implementation. Cabinet leadership 
plan to review this deliverable and make a formal decision on implementation in the coming months. Phase 
II of this project, if authorized, will focus on the implementation of ideas prioritized by KYTC leadership.    
5.2 Prioritization Matrix for ROW Process Improvement Ideas 
After reviewing each idea a process improvement form was generated for, a four-quadrant prioritization 
decision matrix was developed that captures the relationship between each idea’s estimated impact (time 
savings) and level of effort (resources, financial costs) needed for adoption (Figure 4). An important note 
for readers to bear in mind is that classifications were developed based purely on what is required to do the 
planning and development work required to bring an idea to the point where it can be implemented. It does 
not account for any operating costs needed to sustain implementation efforts. The upper-left-hand quadrant 
— Quick Wins — contains ideas that have low resource requirements but will translate into significant time 
savings. These ideas can be put into practice quickly without significant expense. The upper-right-hand 
quadrant — Sustained Initiatives — encompasses ideas whose resource costs are high, but the potential 
impacts of which are high as well. Ideas in this category are either costly or will require a long period of 
planning and development in the run up to implementation. In the lower-left-hand quadrant are low-cost, 
low-impact ideas — Accelerated Reforms. While their implementation is not resource intensive, they will 
not generate massive returns on investment, but could nonetheless contribute to reducing the duration of 
the ROW process. The final quadrant, in the lower-right-hand corner is reserved for high-cost, low-impact 
ideas. This quadrant lacks content because all ideas fitting this description were discarded by the ROW 
Process Review Team during brainstorming. Table 3 defines low and high implementation costs and effort 
and time savings. Table 4 also sorts ideas into the categories of Quick Wins, Sustained Initiatives, and Best 
Practices. 
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Figure 4 ROW Prioritization Matrix 
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Appendix A Results of Consultant Surveys 
 
Q1 — How many years have you been involved in Right of Way Work? 
 
Answer Percentage Number 
<5 years 0.00% 0 
5-10 years 0.00% 0 
10-20 years 0.00% 0 
>20 years 100.00% 7 
Total 100% 7 
 
 
Q2 — In which of the following Right of Way subject-matter areas are you proficient? (Select all that apply). 
 
Answer % Count 
Project Reports 13.04% 6 
Title Abstractions 8.70% 4 
Sales Book Process 6.52% 3 
MAR Range of Values 15.22% 7 
Appraisal Process 6.52% 3 
Acquisition 15.22% 7 
Business Relocation 13.04% 6 
Residential Relocation 13.04% 6 
Property Management 8.70% 4 
Total 100% 46 
 
 
Q3 — What is/are the most difficult (time consuming) part(s) of the Right of Way process? Why? 
• Appraisals, often the appraisals are late and narrow the window for negotiations and relocation. 
Relocations, some projects that have a lot of tenants or low income delay the projects by the scarcity of 
comparable rentals and CO approval for last resort housing. 
Negotiations, from a consultants standpoint, the decision to sue or sign a parcel often becomes a problem 
when trying to make a letting date. This decision is made by the R/W Supervisors. 
Titles, the closing of projects and expert advice lies in the hands of the attorney for the project assign by 
KYTC. When trying to complete projects the delivery of checks and the advice of ownership often can 
delay a project.  
• Response times from District offices when issues arise. Turnaround times on plan changes and contract 
modifications.  
• Contact information for property owners. Cell phones have made that very difficult. Also, mortgage 
releases. That is a very long process 
• Initial project data setup because the projects are started before final ROW plans are complete.  
Changes and updates during the ROW phase, impact the appraisals and/or the offers made prior to the 
change notification. 
• Relocations are the most intensively time-consuming part of the process. 
• Plans not complete at time delivered for R/W acquisitions. Must have changes made to complete 
acquisition process 
• Relocations, very time consuming and comparables sale and sometimes are hard to find. 
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Q4 — How could KYTC's Right of Way process be improved?  
• Appraisals, he most efficient way to complete projects with tight schedules is to have the appraisals done in 
a timely manner before the project is let to the consultants. The problem with that is that often the plans are 
not complete, and the appraisers are brought on board late or have numerous revisions to make due to plan 
changes. 
• No scoping meetings until all aspects of the plans are finalized and approved. 
• First of all, the ROW plans should be correct. Plans should be thoroughly researched and deeds plotted. 
Then dealing with plan changes.  
• KYTC have the titles in hand and appraisals in process prior to contracting with r/w firm for acquisition 
and relocation work. 
• Being provided with final Right of Way Plans from which to work, and not preliminary. 
• Provide ample time to complete work, as is done for design. 
• Wording by one person that is not the same as you does not mean it’s not correct.  
• Relocation — on some projects there needs to be a realistic expectation that some parcels are going to be 
difficult to find comparables. 
• More uniformity between ALL of the District Offices regarding submittals and processes. 
• Complete time limit. 
• Consistency of the ROW processes across the districts and CO. 
• Clearer communication from the District when plan changes occur that affect right of way.  
• Have reliable computer programs. 
• Younger PM knowledge does not correspond with PM working on project. 
• Negotiations, the decision to sue or sign a parcel is imperative to clear the project.  
• Redundant paperwork. Continual changes of the ROW process/paperwork. 
• Consistency with the appraisal process. Site improvements and PE lumped in damages on sht 10, while 
others itemize them on sht 16. 
• Timely scoping and contract negotiations with consultants. 
• Decisions made in a timely manner concerning ROW. 
• Titles, title attorneys assigned by the consultants are more manageable to complete projects. Staff attorneys 
are often too busy to assist. 
• Districts doing things differently. The process should be the same in all districts.  
• I believe that in would be of more benefit to KYTC to hire the appraisers and legal prior to contracting 
ROW firm. 
• Setting realistic clearance dates that take into account the complexity of the project as well as the design 
plan changes that occur. 
• Allow title attorneys to update titles and close parcels. 
• Reluctance to communicate. Sometimes you may not hear back from a needed phone call when an answer 
is needed.  
• Consistency from District to District in right of way processes, paperwork, etc. 
• Complete appraisal reviews in timelier fashion. 
• Lack of communication. Meetings are needed when changes arise to explain what is expected.  
• Clearer communication and faster response time from District and CO. 
• Allow electronic signature to be accepted for payments. 
• To have a list of qualified relocation agents to choose from like we used to as we now do with title 
attorneys and appraisers. 
• Better consistency in administrative settlements. 
• Increase KYTC email receiving size. 
• Training opportunities for new KYTC agents, either formal or having a qualified consultant provide 
training. 
• Have more uniform requirements between districts and CO. 
• Better database (RWUMS) that includes relocation data for status reports. 
• Have review of deeds to be signed completed in a timelier manner. 
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• Better cooperation with CO on administrative settlements to decrease the number of condemnations. 
• Allow consultants to hire own title/closing attorney. 
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Appendix B Results of Attorney Survey 
 
How to Improve ROW and Legal Services 
 
1. Suggestions for Improvement of the Right of Way Process: 
Authorization 
• Money should be in the project at the time it starts  
• Have right of entry on all parcels in a project before the project is let to contract. 
Engineering 
• Don’t use design/build because appraisals and condemnation require firm plans. 
• Better review of plans on a parcel by parcel basis.   
• Engineering witnesses are also in short supply. Project development engineers have other 
responsibilities.  As a result, many attorneys use a consultant engineer as an expert 
witness.  There needs to be a proactive effort to recruit engineer expert witnesses.  
• Not a whole lot of people focus on legal issues, so sometimes it is hard to get engineers to 
understand or prioritize legal issues.  It would be good to have an engineer available and 
or assigned to specialize in legal issues, plan sheets, trial exhibits. A “go-to” engineer.  
Ideally, an engineer would be assigned to legal.  It could be a part time position.  There is 
precedent for this in two districts, 8 & 9. 
Tittle Abstraction 
• Access language is not used by consultants in the deeds they prepare.  This needs to be 
corrected. 
Appraisals 
• Improve the process for getting fee appraisers approved for legal work.  It is taking too 
long. 
• Shorten appraisal form for legal work so other side doesn’t have so much information to 
use during cross examination. 
• The enormous lack of trial appraisers is becoming a crisis—and there is no sign of 
recruitment happening.  We need to be proactive in recruitment effort to get licensed 
people for trial witnesses.  
• It takes a long time to get appraisals completed.  Appraisers sometimes wait until the 
trials are coming up.  There needs to be a deadline, and it needs to be enforced. 
• It takes too long to get appraisals approved – don’t know if the problem is with 1st or 2nd 
level approval.  Even then, attorneys are sometimes not told they have been approved. 
• Stop the practice of waiting for the second trial witness to turn an appraisal in before the 
first one is reviewed and approved. 
Accounts 
• There are delays in the check requesting process—it needs streamlined. Checks for filing 
fees, commissioners’ awards, payment of commissioner’s fees, warning order attorney 
fees, and recording fees are slow.  
Acquisition 
• Have a firm time frame for acquisition and communicate that to the attorney. 
• When acquiring the entire parcel, deal with the property tax at the time a deed is taken. 
Acquisition - Negotiation 
• ROW needs to refer the case for condemnation sooner so legal can start sooner.  Don’t 
spend 9 months negotiating and wait to send to legal at last minute. 
• Allow more authority during ROW negotiations for both money and plan changes. 
• Give more people settlement authority for mediations. 
• Don’t publish settlement authority in ROW manual. 
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• In dealing with poor people, be more understanding, especially when acquiring their 
home.  They get scared easier.  It is easier for people with money to move.   
• The negotiator needs to review title report with the property owner to ensure each and 
every encumbrance is addressed. If the property owner doesn’t know if an encumbrance 
has been addressed, then the agent or title person should research it. 
• Consultants seem to be in a hurry, passing parcels off to legal quickly.  Process needs to 
reward settlement, so consultants will try harder to settle. 
Condemnation 
• Refer all condemnation parcels on a single project to legal in close succession –not 1 to 2 
years apart. 
Condemnation – Packet 
• Be more diligent in checking packet before giving it to legal. 
• When putting the condemnation packet together, do not copy or print front and back. 
Copy or print front only. The information is too hard to read when printed on front and 
back. This includes the title report and supporting documents.  Review the packet to 
ensure all copies are legible. 
• Make sure title and contact information is accurate and complete prior to sending a parcel 
packet to legal.  ROW must identify all parties they believe have a legal interest in 
property (there used to be a form for this). 
• Add new information to packet: Summary sheet explaining what the issues on the 
property owner that made settlement fail, rather than bury that information deep in 
packet. 
• Make sure names and addresses are correct –DO NOT supply Post Office Box numbers. 
ROW must get physical address for each person having an interest in the property. 
Communication 
• Attorneys need to have more contact with project manager. They need to know priorities, 
real deadlines, and the critical path.  This is especially important when priorities shift.  
The letting date is never included in the packet. 
• Acquisition needs closer coordination between ROW and Legal.  Have the Branch 
Manager identify which cases to do and in what order. 
• Have attorney go to project review in CO if they can, if not, then have a CO attorney go. 
Attorneys can learn problems and priorities that way. 
• If there are issues with the quality of title work, let OLS know.  Feedback is needed. 
• There needs to be a better understanding and communication on handling old cases that 
need attention.  ROW is hesitant to spend money on old cases, or perhaps ROW does not 
understand issues and is therefore hesitant to spend money.  Old cases need to be closed 
out so the larger older project can be closed out. 
Training 
• Improve skills at de-escalating confrontational behavior.  Consultants are not as good at 
this as KYTC staff. 
Human Resources 
• Hire more ROW agents in the district offices and use consultants less, if at all. 
• Think of legal as part of the team. 
 
2. Ways in which legal services provided to ROW can be improved: 
Appraisals 
• Have attorneys request fee appraisers for trial work for all parcels on an entire project, 
but then only assign appraiser to do appraisals on only those parcel that are sent to 
condemnation. 
Acquisition – Negotiation 
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• Get the attorney involved earlier; it seems like cases could settle but instead they go to 
condemnation. 
o Are there problems hearing back from the property owner? 
o Are there problems getting info from the property owner? 
Condemnation – Packet 
• If we have complete and accurate information, we can provide better services. 
• Having a more user friendly PROLAW – type system. 
• Continue to work with the attorney after case is turned in for suit: don’t think it’s over 
because a parcel is turned into legal—consultants are bad for this. 
Communication 
• Better communication and coordination between ROW supervisors and attorneys (staff 
and contract) to build relationships and improve communication.  For example, have a 
meeting t the start of a project to review overall project, why the project is important, and 
what the potential problem parcels are.  Engineers should be included in this meeting.  
Also communication between legal and ROW needs to be improved when negotiations 
ensue and the case is in legal. 
• Give attorney constructive criticism so any issues can be improved. 
• There needs to be someone coordinating contract attorneys in CO or district. 
• Let ROW supervisor in the district know chain of command, so if there is a district 
problem that can’t get resolved, there is a known contact. 
• Attorneys should provide the Branch Manager with a list of all legal cases. 
• Have discussion among attorneys to come up with best practices. 
Training 
• Have attorney and ROW mentors for new attorneys. 
• Attorneys need more information about the ROW process when hired. 
Technology 
• Access to better technology like an I-phone and/or an I-Pad. 
Human Resources 
• Staff up legal—fill empty positions.  Districts that are really busy or have complicated 
cases need at least 2 attorneys. 
• Don’t spread district attorneys too thin— they are doing things other than condemnation.  
• Having district attorneys handle Claims Commission cases is a problem if case raises a 
factual issue critical of actions of a co-worker.  It creates a conflict where there should 
not be one. 
 
3. What would help the district attorney provide better service to the district? 
Communication 
• Coordinate priorities with CO -OLS and District.  The district may have priorities that are 
different than CO-OLS. 
• Meet with each section and discuss issues affecting that section in order to build 
relationships.  Visit all the barns.   
• Have more communication and opportunities to discuss issues and ways to improve. 
• We need to collect feedback on how attorneys are doing, including feedback on how 
contract attorneys are doing. 
• Attend some of each other’s meetings to keep abreast of issues and be responsive to those 
priorities. 
• Sharing ideas with other staff. 
Training 
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• Have a manual or guidebook on OLS legal issues and how to practice a condemnation 
case. 
• Develop a better understanding between legal and ROW of each other’s processes and 
priorities. 
• Have an orientation to learn more about what district does and what is expected from the 
district attorney when the attorney is first hired. 
• Training on what is needed in a settlement recommendation. 
Human Resources 
• More Staff 
• Attorney salaries need to be reviewed like engineer salaries were reviewed. There are no 
promotional opportunities right now for attorneys in the district.  Attorney I and II are the 
same grade, so there is only one opportunity for promotion: from Attorney II to Attorney 
III. 
• More access to state vehicles or reimbursement at the federal rate. 
 
Issues with the Legal Process 
 
4. When and how do you receive the case packet from Right of Way? 
• Once an e-mail is assigned from CO-OLS, the district hand delivers the packet.  The 
packet is delivered early if a problem with information (title). 
• Once a case is assigned, the file is obtained from CO (usually assigned older cases). 
• A hardcopy of the packet is delivered by district ROW at the time the parcel is sent to CO 
ROW for condemnation. 
• The legal assignment memo is delivered with the packet.  The packet is never delivered 
before the assignment. 
• Previously a hard copy was delivered at the time ROW sent to CO – ROW for suit.  Now 
we must go into PROLAW after assignment memo is received.  The old way was better. 
 
5. Do your condemnation packets contain all the information you need to prepare the pleadings?  If the 
packet is incomplete, what information is missing? 
• Most of the time, yes they contain all the needed information, but sometimes they do not. 
Condemnation - Packet 
• The Official Order # is sometimes missing.  The official order itself should be included in 
the packet. 
• An electronic word version of the deed is preferred. 
• Addresses or contact information for parties having an interest in the property is 
sometimes missing. ROW is responsive when asked to provide this information.  
Training 
• It would be good for ROW to understand what information is important to the attorney 
and make sure that information is in the packet. 
Title Abstraction 
• Support information to title report is sometimes missing.  In those cases, ROW and legal 
work closely before and after the case is assigned to legal. ROW is good about giving 
heads ups on title issues.  Estate information is missing. 
• A failure to update the title immediately before turning it in for suit. 
• Agents are unaware of divorces and documentation for that. 
• Proposed deed for KYTC is sometimes missing 
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6. How long does it take to get condemnation case filed after it is assigned?  What are the types of 
things that slow down the time of filing? 
• On average, a normal case is filed when the filing fee check comes in (2-4 weeks).  
• Typically, cases are filed within 35 days if nothing is missing from the packet.  
Engineering 
• Incorrect plans have been a problem. 
Title Abstraction 
• Mainly title problems slow things down. It is not unusual for there to be issues with title 
(not blaming ROW). Previously, a standard case took about 35 days to file. Now it’s out 
the window. Title problems are the cause. 
• Depends on nature of case. If there are a lot of title issues, it can take many weeks or 
even months to get the correct information in order to file suit. 
• Trying to identify heirs can take a long time. 
Acquisition – Negotiation 
• Questions from Property Owner that go unanswered during negotiation can slow down 
the filing of a case.  This mainly occurs with parcels handled by consultants. 
Communication 
• The time of filing depends on the priority given to the parcel by ROW project manager 
(priorities set by ROW), otherwise there is not a lot of slowdown. 
Accounts 
• Waiting on checks for filing takes as long as 50 or 60 days. 
 
7. When you have an out of state defendant, how do you serve them? 
• Secretary of State office—there is a delay because we need to request check to pay Sec. 
of State.  Obtaining certified copies of petition and other documents can also slow down 
service. 
• Rarely use warning order attorney— Secretary of State usually quicker. 
• Warning Order Attorney 
• Mainly use Certified mail for service. 
• Have Warning Order cases identified by ROW early and get those filed first. 
• Always use a Warning Order Attorney.  Defendants won’t sign for certified mail many 
times, or the wrong person signs the certification. 
 
8. How long does it usually take to get the parties served? 
a.) Do you have problems with obtaining service in a timely manner? If so, what problems do 
you run into? 
• Sometimes a few weeks and sometimes multiple months. Certified mail is usually used. 
Getting certification signed is a problem. If this fails, Summons are served by the Sheriff.  
This can be done quickly, or it can take months. Generally, the delay is with law 
enforcement. 
• It does take a while, sometimes weeks. The reason for the delay is unknown. 
• Occasionally there is a delay with service.  It varies from county to county.  Some 
sheriffs require upfront payment, so it takes time to get the check.  Some sheriff offices 
are just slow. 
• There is typically a delay when there are a lot of parties to serve.  Some judges don’t 
understand the Warning Order Attorney process and let it go beyond timelines. 
• Usually service is obtained within 2 weeks of the summons being issued. 
• Commissioners not being timely appointed delays service.  Sometimes the Sheriff just 
won’t serve— it depends on location. 
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• One attorney sends the Summons and Petition to the Defendants in regular mail.  While 
this is not good service, oftentimes after receiving it in the mail, the owner gets an 
attorney and enters an appearance thus submitting to the jurisdiction of the court.  If the 
party calls, they are told they have not actually been served. 
 
9. Do you ever have problems getting the Commissioners appointed? 
a.) How often? 
• Yes, in every case in certain counties. 
• Yes, and recently commissioners refuse to serve (those who have done it for years), and 
the new Commissioners are unfamiliar with process. 
• Yes, one county that hasn’t done condemnation in a while so there is a lack of knowledge 
about the process.  One time the Judge called and asked about the requirements (Allen 
County). 
• No, not right now. 
• Sometimes it can take a month or two because the judge serves multiple counties.  
• Sometimes 4-8 weeks, but those instances are rare. 
 
10. Do you ever have problems with the commissioner not filing their report within the statutory time 
period? 
a.) How often? 
• Yes, less frequent but in 2 counties happens 50% of the time. Other counties there is a 
delay only 20% of the time.  If the report is late it is usually late by 2-3 weeks.    
• Yes, and there is no accountability if not timely filed. 
• Yes, and the delay is due to lack of knowledge for new commissioner of what to do 
• Perhaps there should be training for clerks? 
• No 
• Yes – Allen 
 
11. Do you ever have problems with the commissioners not filling out the report properly? 
a.) How often? 
• Many, many times 
• Fairly rare.  10% of the time 
• Yes, on occasion 
 
b.) What are the errors? 
• Usually computation errors – people just can’t do math 
• Sometimes there is a misunderstanding of what is being acquired. 
• Sometimes they refuse to use the Commissioners’ Report form because they want to do it 
their own way 
• One time when there was a complicated strip mall taking with a gas station.  It took 
months. 
• Sometimes the total is not filled in and sometimes the before and after values are ignored.  
Experience over time helps overcome these errors.  Might want to add 4th line: 
▪ Before 
▪ After 
▪ Temp Easement 
▪  Total Award 
 
12. How often is a right to take challenge made? 
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• Not common in most cases, but in 3 counties a right to take challenge is made as a matter 
of course.   This is a new practice.   
• A handful of attorneys will make a challenge but not actually pursue it. 
• Seldom, rare 
 
a.) What is used as basis for a right to take challenge? 
Engineering 
• Usually the basis is frivolous, and the challenge is made in order to get a change in the 
design of road or in access. 
• Discrepancy between original survey and our plan sheets. 
Acquisitions - Negotiations 
• Sometimes a challenge is used to force the case to mediation early. 
• Bad faith negotiations, not a fair market offer (inadequate).  The attorney attempts to 
make an objection to the offer into a right to take challenge. 
• Didn’t follow FHWA regulations 
No planning 
No chance to accompany appraiser 
No appraisal (MAR) 
 
b.) How long does a right to take challenge postpone right of entry? 
• 3-4 years: If the case goes to the Court of Appeals, it can postpone the proceedings for 8 
years. 
• It can take months to get it resolved short of a hearing. 
 
c.) Has a right to take challenge ever been successful?  
• No. 
 
d.) What are the facts on successful challenges? 
• One case handled by another attorney had successful right to take challenge based on no 
appraisal and no offer. 
 
13. Are there ever delays in getting an IOJ? 
• Not really. 
• Yes. 
 
a.) What are the reasons for those delays? 
• The Judge won’t rule. 
• Scheduling hearing dates when the court only meets 1 or 2 times per month. 
• Hearings on right to take challenge take time to prepare and schedule. 
• Sometimes the court will delay an IOJ at the request of a property owner. 
• Complicated case w/ commissioners. 
• Bankruptcy can delay a case. 
• There can be a Notice issue. For example, in a case one of the parties died and the case 
went through several attorneys. 
• Obtaining service on all defendants is a major reason for delays. 
 
b.) Are the delays frequent or infrequent? 
• Yes, 2 counties there is an issue every time. 
• Very seldom. 
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• Frequent. 
 
14. What amount of time is required from the time a case is assigned to the time an IOJ is obtained, 
assuming a right to take challenge is not made? 
• 6 months – because of commissioner’s appointment, warning order attorney report, and other 
service. 
• If there are no issues with service of process, then 2 months. 
• 45 to 70 days, if you don’t get an agreed IOJ. 
• Encourage the use of agreed IOJs 
• Don’t really know 
• Ordinary case 3 months, 90 days 
 
a.) Do you have suggestions on how to shorten that time? 
• Better service from Sheriff’s offices. 
• No, much is out of control of attorney an set by statute and civil rules of procedure. 
Title Abstraction 
• Have ROW agent identify heirs and get their addresses. 
Acquisition - Negotiations 
• Get cases to legal earlier so letting date is not a pressing issue. 
Communication 
• If access to a parcel is needed fast, identify it as a priority so the case begins early. 
Condemnation - Packet 
• Good addresses for defendants need to be in the condemnation packet. 
Human Resources 
• Improve staff morale. 
 
15. Once contact is made with a property owner, are there ever non-solicited complaints about the right of 
way process? (aside from not enough money or about the project in general)? 
a.) What are they? 
• Yes, no, and very rarely. 
Negotiations 
• Owners claim ROW didn’t give the owner enough time to respond. 
• Sometimes, if more than 1 owner, some owners didn’t hear from ROW prior to being 
served. 
• Sometimes owners didn’t care for attitude of agent.  (These complaints are few and 
far between). 
• Rudeness. 
• Confusion about relocation. 
• Agent is not familiar enough with the project to answer questions. 
• Agent did not tell owner everything 
• Agent didn’t explain information correctly. 
• Not getting questions answered regarding plan changes. 
• There was a refusal to change plans if the owner wouldn’t settle on the money. 
• Sometimes plans aren’t shown or the owner didn’t understand the plans. 
 
16. How would you describe your working relationship with the district Right of Way staff? 
• Good, excellent 
• A majority are helpful and respectful 
• Helpful, positive 
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• Extremely good, a lot of communication and support both ways 
 
a.) With the district project development engineering staff? 
• Great, but there is frustration due to lack of understanding. 
• Helpful and respectful 
• Good 
• A lot of communication and support both ways 
 
17. Anything I didn’t ask that you would like to comment on? 
• There is confusion with the Clerks on issuing summons after commissioners’ report is 
filed. 
Appraisals 
• Biggest issue is lack of appraisers for trial. There are far less people willing to testify than 
do project appraisal 
Human Resources 
• Good engineering witnesses need to be cultivated for every district 
• Would like to see raises like engineers received. 
• Send Help! 
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Appendix C Right of Way Process Gantt Charts 
 
ACQUISITION
130 - 170 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) Up to 85 days
Agent Review Title And Parcel Plans, 
Visit Parcel, Deed Prep
              Contact Property Owner  
Makes FMV Offer 
Allow 1-30 Days To Negotiate
Work To Clear Encumbrances 
Sign Or Suit Submit To Central Office  
 Submit For Payment  
Payment Processing 
Final Title Check, Deliver Check, 
Record Deed 
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Appraisal Process
Long 
Duration
Property Management*
ROW Certification
ACQUISITION
115 - 170 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 86 - 170 days
Agent Review Title And Parcel Plans, 
Visit Parcel, Deed Prep
              Contact Property Owner  
Makes FMV Offer 
Allow 1-30 Days To Negotiate
Work To Clear Encumbrances 
Sign Or Suit Submit To Central Office  
 Submit For Payment  
Payment Processing 
Final Title Check, Deliver Check, 
Record Deed 
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Long 
Duration
APPRAISAL PROCESS
127 - 172 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) Up to 85 days
Appraisal Completed, Inspected By 
Review Appraiser 
Regional Review 
District Supervisor Approval
Appraisal Inspected By Central Office
APPRAISAL PROCESS (CONT.)
127 - 172 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 85 to 172 days
Appraisal Completed, Inspected By 
Review Appraiser 
Regional Review 
District Supervisor Approval
Appraisal Inspected By Central Office
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Relocation
Sales Book Process
Acquisition
Review Appraiser drives project with
staff to identify challenges 
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
RE-ESTABLISHMENT
5- 20 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Determine eligibility & collect bids 
Supervisor approves bid
Submit re-establishment bids to Central Office
Central Office approves move bids
Notify of approval
Inspect improvements
Submit reestablishment payment
Central Office approves reestablishment payment
Central Office enters in Emars, then sent 
to Accounts
Central Office receives check from Accounts, 
then sent to D/cons
Deliver re-establishment check
Complete Certified Inventory 
Supervisor Approves
Bids and Submits
Move Bids to 
Central Office
BUSINESS RELOCATION: Option 1 Self or Commercial Move
129 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) Up to 85 Days
Complete ASRR Process ** 
Appraisal & Acquisition offer   
90 day notice relocation offer 
Complete certified inventory  
Perform move bids *reestablishment 
Supervisor approves bids 
Submit move bids to Central Office   
Central office Approves move bids  
Deliver move authorization 
30 day notice*  (Used if Eviction)  
Monitor & verify move, make sure 
reestablishment eligibility is determined 
Submit for move payment
(Professional Movers after above 5-20 days
Self Move after above 0-10 days)   
Central office approves move payment 
Appraisal Process
First meeting general info, Complete 
worksheets/record of contacts 
Central Office receives check from accounts 
sent to D/cons  
Close out parcel 
Deliver move check    
Central Office enters into eMars, sent to Accts
BUSINESS RELOCATION: Option 1 Self or Commercial Move
129 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 86 to 129 Days
Complete ASRR Process ** 
Appraisal & Acquisition offer   
90 day notice relocation offer 
Complete certified inventory  
Perform move bids *reestablishment 
Supervisor approves bids and 
Submit move bids to Central Office   
Central Office approves move bids  
Deliver move authorization 
30 day notice*  (Used if Eviction)  
Monitor & verify move, make sure 
reestablishment eligibility is determined 
Submit for move payment
(Professional Movers after above 5-20 days
Self Move after above 0-10 days)   
Central Office approves move payment 
First meeting general info, Complete 
worksheets/record of contacts 
Central Office receives check from Accounts 
sent to D/cons  
Close out parcel 
Deliver move check    
Central Office enters into eMars, sent to Accts
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
BUSINESS RELOCATION: Fixed Rate
97 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 86 - 170 days
First meeting general info, Complete 
worksheets/record of contacts 
Complete ASRR Process ** 
Appraisals & Acquire Offer 
90 day notice/relocation 
Complete certified inventory 
Calculate payment with previous 2 years’ taxes 
Supervisor approves memo and submits 
to Central Office 
Central Office approves memo 
Deliver move authorization 
Monitor & verify move. Submit for move payment  
Central Office approves move payment  
Central Office enters into eMars and sent 
to Accounts   
Central Office receives check from Accounts 
sent to D/cons  
Deliver move check    
Close out parcel 
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
BUSINESS RELOCATION: Fixed Rate
97 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) Up to 85 days
First meeting general info, Complete 
worksheets/record of contacts 
Complete ASRR Process ** 
Appraisals & Acquire Offer 
90 day notice/relocation 
Complete certified inventory 
Calculate payment with previous 2 years’ taxes 
Supervisor approves memo and submits 
to Central Office 
Central Office approves memo 
Deliver move authorization 
Monitor & verify move. Submit for move payment  
Central Office approves move payment  
Central Office enters into eMars and sent 
to Accounts   
Central Office receives check from Accounts 
sent to D/cons  
Deliver move check    
Close out parcel 
CONDEMNATION 
77 - 90 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 10 - 110 days
OLS assigns District Attorney or 
Contract Attorney   
Attorney has 35 days to file suit. 
Suit filed & Commissioners 
appointed
Court witnesses requested and 
approved. No impact on ROE
Commissioners have 14 days to
file report
Service of Process
20 days after all parties are 
served or 30 days after warning 
order,  report file motion for IOJ
IOJ heard if no right to take 
challenge made  
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Property Management
ROW Certification
MAR RANGE OF VALUES
2 - 4 Days (MaximumDuration)
Vacant Sales Pull from Sales Book
to develop MAR Range of
Values 
ROW Supervisor Reviews 
MAR Range And Approves 
If To Standard 
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Acquisition
Sales Book Process
PLAN REVIEW
5 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Check Acreage For Parcels 
Check Plan Vs Deed
Verify Fee Simple Vs Easement 
Verify ROW Limits
Check Summary Sheets 
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Sales Book Process
MAR Value Range
ROW Authorization
PROJECT REPORTS
3 - 7 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Project Report Creation 
Summary of Improvements
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Sales Book Process
MAR Value Range
ROW Authorization
PROJECT SETUP
4 - 6 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Assign Agent Roles To Each Parcel 
(Appraiser, Review Appraiser, 
Negotiator)* 
Create Parcels In RWUMS 
(Property Owner Names, Parcel 
Numbers, Area Of Tract, Area Of 
Acquisitions)
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Sales Book Process
MAR Value Range
ROW Authorization
(*Can run until last appraisal is approved)
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
61 - 76 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Prepare project summary 
of improvements  
Make sure have ROE on parcels  
Request ACM and perform 
inspections/abatement 
Submit 10 day air quality notification  
Prepare work order for CDE signature  
Meet with demolition contractor for 
pre-improvement removal management 
Demolition begins 
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Payment packet from C/O 
Prepare request for Bid solicitation 
& advertise  
ROW Certification
Relocation
Acquisitions
Railroad ROW Process
363 - 703 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 1 to 85 days
Preliminary Plans sent to Railroad (RR) 
Railroad Engineering Review #1
Preliminary Engineering Agreements w/RR 
ROW Authorization
PL&G 30% Plans
Plans Returned to KYTC & Revised
Add Structure Plans
Railroad ROW Process
363 - 703 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 86 to 170 days
Preliminary Engineering Agreements w/RR 
Plans Returned to KYTC & Revised
Add Structure Plans
Railroad ROW Process
363 - 703 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 171 to 255 days
Plans Returned to KYTC & Revised
Add Structure Plans
Railroad ROW Process
363 - 703 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 256 to 340 days
Plans Returned to KYTC & Revised
Add Structure Plans
Plans Sent to Railroad (Final)
Railroad Engineering Review
Engineering Complete
Construction Agreement
Railroad ROW Process
363 - 703 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 341 to 425 days
Plans Returned to KYTC & Revised
Add Structure Plans
Plans Sent to Railroad (Final)
Railroad Engineering Review
Engineering Complete
Construction Agreement
Deed
Payment
Railroad ROW Process
43 - 158 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 426 to 510 days
Plans Returned to KYTC & Revised
Add Structure Plans
Plans Sent to Railroad (Final)
Railroad Engineering Review
Engineering Complete
Construction Agreement
Railroad ROW Process
43 - 158 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 511 to 595 days
Plans Returned to KYTC & Revised
Add Structure Plans
Plans Sent to Railroad (Final)
Railroad Engineering Review
Engineering Complete
Construction Agreement
Railroad ROW Process
363 - 703 Day Timeframe Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 596 to 680 days
Railroad Engineering Review
Engineering Complete
Construction Agreement
Railroad ROW Process
363 - 703 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 681 to 765 days
Construction Agreement
ROW Authorization
MAR/Easements
ROW Documents to Railroad
Railroad Internal Review & Analysis
Negotiations
Deed
Payment
Deed
Payment
Utility, ROW, & Rail Certification
90 Day 
Duration
50-70 Day 
Duration
1-5 Day 
Duration
60-300 Day 
Duration
20 Day 
Duration
The Schedules of  ROW Processes Occur Prior to the 
completion of the Construction Agreement. 
RELOCATION: ASRR**
23 - 37 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Request for ASRR 
First meeting to gather general info  
Complete worksheets and record of contacts 
Complete Interest rate data 
Relocation parcel summary  
Stage Report Supervisor Approval   
Stage report approval central office  
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Appraisal Process
Business Relocation
Residential Relocation
RESIDENTIAL RELOCATION
43 - 158 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 86 - 170 days
Update worksheet 
Appraisal received
Find 3 comparables 
Complete the RHP computation, supervisor 
approval, and Central Office approves
Acquisition/relocation offer 90 day 
Submit for purchase supplement payment &
mortgage interest differential payment 
Submit for incidental expense payment 
Monitor & verify move  
Deliver move check    
Close out parcel 
Deliver checks 
Close on replacement house 
Central Office approves payments 
Submit for move payment 
Supervisor approves- commercial only 
(Central Office approves over $10k) 
Deliver move authorization 
Owner selects replacement property
*30 Day Notice 
Complete move bids (fixed rate or commercial) 
Complete certified inventory 
Complete DS & S on replacement house 
RESIDENTIAL RELOCATION
43 - 158 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) 171 - 250 days
Update worksheet 
Appraisal received
Find 3 comparables 
Complete the RHP computation, supervisor 
approval, and Central Office approves
Acquisition/relocation offer 90 day 
Submit for purchase supplement payment &
mortgage interest differential payment 
Submit for incidental expense payment 
Monitor & verify move  
Deliver move check    
Close out parcel 
Deliver checks 
Close on replacement house 
Central Office approves payments 
Submit for move payment 
Supervisor approves- commercial only 
(Central Office approves over $10k) 
Deliver move authorization 
Owner selects replacement property
*30 Day Notice 
Complete move bids (fixed rate or commercial) 
Complete certified inventory 
Complete DS & S on replacement house 
ROW Certification Property Management
RESIDENTIAL RELOCATION
43 - 158 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration) Up to 85 days
Update worksheet 
Appraisal received
Find 3 comparables 
Complete the RHP computation, supervisor 
approval, and Central Office approves
Acquisition/relocation offer 90 day 
Submit for purchase supplement payment &
mortgage interest differential payment 
Submit for incidental expense payment 
Monitor & verify move  
Deliver move check    
Close out parcel 
Deliver checks 
Close on replacement house 
Central Office approves payments 
Submit for move payment 
Supervisor approves- commercial only 
(Central Office approves over $10k) 
Deliver move authorization 
Owner selects replacement property 
Complete move bids (fixed rate or commercial) 
Complete certified inventory 
Appraisal Process
Complete DS & S on replacement house 
RIGHT - OF - WAY AUTHORIZATION
92 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Right of Way Estimate
Funding Request
Funding Authorization
Official Order
Notice to Proceed
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day
Project Reports
Title Abstractions
Plan Review
Project Setup
RIGHT OF WAY CERTIFICATION 
5 - 15 Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Review Status, Compile Information,
Complete Form    
Submit to C/O   
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
C/O Review and approval 
Completed
Relocation
Acquisitions
Condemnation
Property Management
SALES BOOK PROCESS
45 - 65+ Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Real Estate Records Pulled, Sales 
From Relevant Areas Within 
Last 3 Years Retained
Sale Comps Investigated, Those 
Not Arms-Length Are Discard
Compile Sales Book  
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Appraisal Process
MAR Value Range
Project Reports
Project Setup
Plan Review
Title Abstractions
Regional Review & Approval  
TITLE ABSTRACTIONS 
27 - 80+ Day Timeframe (MaximumDuration)
Obtain Summary Sheet 
From Plan Set 
Search PVA Records W/ Plan Set 
For Owner Accuracy (Strip Map) 
Mineral Rights Titled* 
Complete Title Research At 
Courthouse Going Back 35 Years 
Type Title Reports And Construct 
Them In Order 
Have Titles Reviewed/Signed 
By Staff Attorney 
Notify Design Of Summary 
Sheet Changes 
Long 
Duration
Early Start Late Start Early Finish Late Finish DurationWork Day If Applicable
*
Sales Book Process
MAR Value Range
ROW Authorization
